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Introduction: Pictures of the Prophet Zarathushtra in 

the Zoroastrian community 

Images of the prophet Zarathushtra abound in the Zoroastrian 

community. His picture is hung in fire temples and houses; it appears 

in printed Khordeh Avestas and children 's books, and graces hundreds 

of Zoroastrian or Parsi-themed webpages on the internet. Among the 

Parsis ,  the popularity of the image has led some pious individuals 

to incorporate it into their ritual life,  garlanding it with flowers 

and applying a riikhya of sandalwood ash to its forehead . 1 Popular 

devotional practice to images of the prophet Zarathushtra has reached 

such an extent that one recent author writes that some Parsis "just 

love to kiss the Prophet 's picture, and once the ' kissing spree ' starts , 

there seems to be no end of it ."2 

Yet, though it may seem surprising, the familiar image of 

the prophet is in fact a recent innovation in Zoroastrian religious 

history. Until recently, the earliest known extant artistic depiction 

of the prophet Zarathushtra by a Zoroastrian artist was made in the 

nineteenth century. 3 As a part of my dissertation research on literary 

representations of the life of the prophet Zarathushtra in medieval and 

early modern Zoroastrianism, I have been investigating the history 

of these images .  Though a number of different stories of the life of 

the prophet Zarathushtra have been passed down to us from various 

periods of Zoroastrian history, none of them were accompanied by 

illustrations . Or so I thought, until during a research trip to the K R 
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Cama Oriental Institute in the Spring of 2009, I was delighted to find 

a 1 7th century manuscript (MS HP 1 49) of the Persian Zariitushtniima 
(The Book ofZarathustra) which, to the best of my knowledge, contains 

the earliest known images of the prophet Zarathushtra as imagined 

by a Zoroastrian artist. In the first part of this  paper, I will briefly 

review what little we know about miniature painting in Zoroastrian 

manuscripts, before providing a description of the illustrations of this 

manuscript, and speculations as to the use of the manuscript within 

the community. 

The images found in the K R Cama Oriental Institute Library 

Zariitushtniima manuscript seem to be unique, and had l ittle impact 

on later Zoroastrian depictions of the prophet Zarathushtra . Where did 

this image come from, and how has it attained such popularity? In 

the second part of this paper, I will discuss the origins of the modern 

images of Zarathushtra which arose during the 1 9th-20th century, 

investigating the ways in which changing technologies and evolving 

religious conceptions influenced the religious use of imagery within 

the Zoroastrian community. 

Zoroastrian Manuscripts and Miniature Painting 

Though there i s  abundant figural art remaining from the 

Achaemenid, Parthian, and Sasanian empires and their peripheries 

which depict Zoroastrian themes,  we know virtually nothing about 

artistic production in Zoroastrian communities after the fall of the 

Sasanian Empire in 65 1 CE, during the slow conversion of Iran 

to Islam. The material culture of the Zoroastrian communities of 

Iran and India has been little investigated, and manuscripts are 

among the only objects extant from the medieval period which 

have attracted scholarly attention . However, we are only beginning 

to understand the importance of studying the techniques by which 

these manuscripts were physically produced. Understanding the details 

of these manuscripts - their binding, their paper, the ink used, the 

handwriting, decorations, the conventions used by the scribe ,  and the 

costs involved in making a manuscript - are essential to understanding 

the role which these texts played within the Zoroastrian communities 

which produced and used them. 
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In this  regard, scholars of Zoroastriani sm interested in the history 

of manuscript production can look to the Is lamic Persianate world 

more broadly, where the art of the book was greatly cultivated. 4 

Today, lavish productions from imperial courts and local workshops 

grace l ibraries and museums throughout the world.  Though the 

oldest Is lamic manuscripts were sporadically preserved on papyrus 

or on parchment, the vast maj ority of extant manuscripts date to 

after the introduction of papermaking from Central Asia in the 8th 

century. 5 The oldest Persian manuscript extant in its entirety is the 

Kitiib al-A bniya 'an Haqii 'iq al-Adviya ( The Book of Foundations 
Concern ing the Properties of Medicines) ,  copied in 1 05 6  AD and 

preserved in the Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek in Vienna. 

The earl iest  Zoroastrian manuscripts come from a few centuries 

later, with the earl iest extant manuscript K7a, a Pahlavi Vispered 

preserved in the Kongel ige B ibliotek in Copenhagen, dating to 

1268  or 1 28 8 .6 

By the thirteenth century, lavish illustrations were becoming a feature 

of the manuscript productions of Islamic courts .7 The Shiihniimeh or 

Book of Kings of Ferdowsi is perhaps one of the best known books in 

Classical Persian which was commonly accompanied by illustrations . 

The K R Cama Oriental Institute possesses a Shiihniimeh manuscript 

l ikely illustrated in the 13th century, possibly the oldest of its kind. 8 

Yet though the coming of the prophet Zarathushtra (referred to as 

Zardusht in the Shiihniimeh) plays a prominent role in the story of 

Kay Gushtasp,9 scenes depicting Zardusht are exceptionally rare in 

known manuscripts . The Cambridge Shahnama Proj ect, 10 which currently 

indexes approximately 1 500 illustrated Shiihniimeh manuscripts from 

around the world, records only five manuscripts which depict Zardusht, 

dating to the 1 4th, 1 5th, 1 7th, and 19th centuries .  One can speculate 

why this was the case - perhaps the depiction of a non-Muslim prophet 

was somewhat controversial ,  or perhaps the episode, peripheral as it 

is to the bulk of the Shiihniimeh which centres around the exploits 

of the hero Rustam, was simply not deemed central enough to merit 

illustration - yet the fact remains that illustrations of Zarathusthra 

were uncommon even in the otherwise rich body of Islamic Persian 

figurative art. 
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In contrast to Islamic manuscripts , many of which were patronised 

by royal courts with large budgets and ateliers of skilled artisans, 

Zoroastrian manuscripts , which were produced in smaller villages 

and cities by scribes ,  mostly members of the priestly class, either 

for personal use or funded by private individuals ,  were only rarely 

decorated. Though hundreds of manuscripts written and copied by 

Zoroastrian scribes are known, only a few are illustrated.  Apart 

from the occasional doodle of a scribe in the margins or endpapers 

of a manuscript, these include Vzdevdiid manuscripts decorated with 

vegetal motifs, 11 as well as Persian Riviiyat manuscripts which contain 

astrological charts, diagrams of ritual space and plans for the layout 

of dakhmas. 

Remarkably, only one Zoroastrian text seems to have been regularly 

illustrated with miniature paintings : the Ardiivzriifniima (The Book of 
Ardii Vzriif), the descendent of the famous Pahlavi Ardiiy- Wiriiz-niimag. 
The Ardiivzriifniima was illustrated in multiple recensions, both in Iran 

and in India, including the versified Persian recensions of Zartusht 

b .  Bahram-i Pazhdu12 and Aniishirvan b. Marzuban Ravari,13  as well 

as the Gujarati verse recension of Rustam Pesotan Hormazyar.14 In 

total, one might estimate that there are perhaps no more than a dozen 

remaining Ardiivzriifniima manuscripts which were partial ly or fully 

illustrated, or even with blanks spaces left for illustrations which 

were never added.15 

Though the extant manuscripts do not mention the names of 

artists or discuss the process by which they were i l lustrated, it is 

likely that the production of an illustrated manuscript was not a 

one-man job.  As mentioned above, a few extant manuscripts were 

apparently copied by scribes with spaces left for an i l lustrator to add 

pictures ,  but for whatever reason, the i llustrator did not complete the 

manuscripts .16 We do have several historical reports which mention 

the existence and use of these manuscripts .  The earliest report of 

il lustrated manuscripts among the Zoroastrians was made by the 

French traveller Jan Tavernier, who visited Kerman in 1 654 .  He 

writes of the Zoroastrians there that, "their priests have books full 

of very poorly made miniature depictions which represent how the 

sins will  be punished in hell ,  especially the sin against nature [ i . e .  
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sodomy] which i s  considered a great abomination amongst them."17 

John Adolphus Pope, the first translator of the Ardavlrafnama into 

English ( 1 8 1 6) ,  writes in his preface, "the poetical version [of the 

Ardavlrafnama] is ornamented with drawings,  descriptive of the 

different subj ects treated on."18 The Reverend Dhanj ibhai Nauroj i 

vividly discusses the effects that seeing an illustrated Ardavlraji1ama 
had on their audience :  

I saw a Parsi lady of my acquaintance reading a book, 

and asked her what she was reading .  She told me it was 

Ardavirafnama, a book very famous among the Pars is .  In 

it there is a description of the j oy of heaven, and of the 

torments of hell .  It has several pictures ,  and the lady showed 

me one of them. A frightful one it was ! A man was hanging 

in a tree ,  with his legs tied together, his feet upwards, and 

his head downwards . Serpents and scorpions were all over 

his body, and devils with tai ls  were all around .  I asked 

the lady what it meant, and she said it was a picture of 

the punishment which a man was receiving in hell , who 

had been a great sinner on earth . I fled from her and was 

violently agitated in mind. Why had I been allowed to see 

that picture? l9 

These manuscripts , which were replaced by lithographically 

illustrated printed versions of the texts in the mid-nineteenth century,2° 

continued to be employed into the twentieth century. Even in 

the mid-twentieth century, Mary Boyce notes in her study of the 

Zoroastrians of Sharllabad that "one of the vi llage women possessed 

an il lustrated copy of the Arda Viraz Namag [ . . . ] and she and others 

used sometimes to terrify themselves by looking at those pictures, 

which showed, with crude vividness, the torments of the damned."21 

Images fulfill functions - narrative, devotional, symbolic, etc . From 

the above accounts , it is  clear that the images of the Ardavlrafnama 
convey visual information to reinforce the textual - as the narrative 

of the Ardavlrafnama details the pleasures of heaven and the horrible 

punishments of hell, the visual imagery vividly conveys the most 

excruciating details of the text. 
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HP 149 and the Zaratushtnama 

Apart from the Ardavzrafnama, the only other known Zoroastrian 

text to be accompanied by miniature illustrations is the Persian 

Zaratushtnama. The versified Persian Zaratushtnama (The Book of 
Zarathushtra), composed by Kay Ka'us son of Kay Khusraw in the 

city of Rayy probably during the 13th century,22 was for much of 

Zoroastrian history the primary source text for the life of Zarathushtra, 

nanating the life of the prophet Zarathushtra from the time preceding 

his birth to the time when Kay Gushtasp accepted the Zoroastrian 

religion in approximately 1 5  80 Persian couplets. 23 The text was very 

popular among both the Iranian and Indian Zoroastrian communities 

and today exists in many manuscript copies .24 The text was so popular 

that it was given a prose commentary in Persian and ultimately 

translated at least three times into Guj arati before the advent of print. 

It was also the main source for almost all of the later stories about 

Zarathushtra composed within Zoroastrian communities .  

Despite the popularity of reproducing the Zaratushtnama, the 

K R Cama Oriental Institute Manuscript HP 149 is exception for being 

the only known illustrated copy of the text. The manuscript actually 

comprises both the Zaratushtnama and the Ardavirafnama of Zartusht 

b. Bahram-i Pazhdu, each of which is illustrated. Only a very little 

can be said about the provenance of the manuscript. According to the 

Persian colophon of the manuscript found on f. 1 67r, the manuscript 

was copied on the first day of the month Ramazan al-Mubarak, in 

the year 1 044 (written inegularly as 1 000 44) , by one Rustam b. 

Siyavakhsh b. Rustam.25 Assuming that this is  a date in the Hijrz 
calendar, as the month would suggest, the manuscript would date to 

the year 1 63 5  AD. The manuscript originally belonged to the collection 

of Manekj i  Limj i  Hataria ( 1 8 1 3 - 1 890), the well-known representative 

of the ' Society and Fund for the Amelioration of the Condition of 

the Zoroastrians in Persia. 26 In addition to his duties with the fund, 

Manekj i  Limj i  Hataria was an avid collector of manuscripts , which 

are now kept at the K R Cama Oriental Institute . 27 Physically, the 

manuscript measures 24 cm x 1 7 . 5  cm, consists of 1 77 folios, and 

is written approximately 1 5  lines to the page. Bayts are written in 

neat nasta 'llq calligraphy first horizontally in two lined columns, then 
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obliquely in a third column in the margin of the page.  Unfortunately, 

at some point in the past, likely before it was acquired by Manekj i 

Limj i  Hataria, it appears that the manuscript was damaged, probably by 

water, which faded the ink ,  effaced the finer details of the miniatures 

( esp. the facial detai ls) and caused the paint to flake.  Fortunately, 

the manuscript has been preserved and rebound as part of the K R 

Cama Oriental Institute 's continuing initiative to preserve its valuable 

manuscripts for future generations of scholars . 

As we have seen above, i llustrations which accompanied the 

Ardavzrafnama were largely narrative in character, vividly reinforcing 

the text by showing the reward of the righteous in paradise and the 

punishment of the sinful in hell . Likewise, the illustrations which 

accompany the Zaratushtnama are narrative. In manuscript HP 1 49, 

the artist has chosen to depict almost exclusively miraculous events 

from the text. One can imagine that, just as depictions of punishment 

in hell create a sense of terror reinforcing the strong moral tone of 

the Ardavzrafnama, depictions of Zarathushtra 's miracles aimed to 

create a sense of wonder necessary to recognise the extraordinary 

character of Zarathushtra 's prophetic miracles. In order to illustrate 

the ways in which text and image work together in HP 149, I will 

discuss each of the text's fourteen miniatures (reproduced in the 

plates following this article) in the context of the Persian text which 

accompanies them. 

Figure 1: The Birth of Zarathushtra, following chapter 6, 
line 5. 

The first miniature m the manuscript takes place at the time of 

Zarathushtra 's first miracle :  his laughter at birth . The text preceding 

and following the image reads :  

[Zarathushtra 's mother, Dughdaw] summoned experienced 

women, the people that she had approved of, 

Who would help her along and aid her with the pain. 

The women who lived near her were sorcerers, ignoble people, 

And they seized the door and roof [of her house] from end to 

end - it was as though they had become her wardens. 
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At the time when the morning l ight shone, glorious 

Zarathushtra was born to his mother *[Figure 1 is placed here 
in the original manuscript]* 
He laughed as he was separated from his mother, and the 

house became radiant from his laughter. 

His father was amazed, from that laughter, goodness, and shine 

of his. 

He said to himself, "This is the divine glory ! Everyone else 

who comes out of their mother cries ! "  

They named him Zarathushtra, and people high and low heard 

about what had happened. 

Though it is  somewhat difficult to make out, Zarathushtra's 

mother is depicted in the centre of the painting ,  apparently holding 

onto another figure for support. She is surrounded with nurses, one 

of whom is receiving the newborn Zarathushtra at the bottom of the 

painting .  The nurses are preparing to wash and swaddle the infant, 

as indicated by the ewer, the basin, and the cloth . Zarathushtra is 

apparently depicted with a flame-like halo, typical of prophets in 

the Persian artistic tradition. The figure to the left of the image is 

apparently male, perhaps Zarathushtra's father Puriishasp . 

Figure 2: Zarathushtra is miracul ously unharmed by the 

flames, following chapter 8, line 4. 

After Zarathushtra was born, news of his birth reached the evil 

king Durasariin, chief of the sorcerers , who realised that the new 

prophet would bring about his downfall . Durasarun therefore set 

about to kill Zarathushtra by any means he could. After failing to 

stab Zarathushtra with his dagger, Durasarun contrived to cast him 

onto a flaming pyre . The text reads :  

The sorcerers were beset by commotion and villainry, and they 

stole Zarathushtra away from his father. 

Then they went to the wilderness, and piled up a mountain of 
firewood 
They darkened the pile with black naphtha and yellow sulphur, 

Lit a fire, and threw Zarathushtra on it.* [Figure 2 is placed 
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here in the original manuscript]* 
By the decree of God the Victorious, no injury reached him 
from the blaze. 

The raging fire became like water, and Zarathushtra slumbered 

inside .  

The image depicts Zarathushtra lying in the center of the flames. 

Though according to the text Zarathushtra is supposed to be an infant, 

here he is depicted as a young boy, indistinguishable from the adult 

characters of the story except by his beardless face and lack of 

headgear. Beneath him are yellow and black sticks, representing the 

naphtha and sulphur which has been poured on them as fuel .  The 

landscape is depicted as a wilderness ,  apparently barren and rocky. 

Looking on are four turbaned, male figures, presumably the sorcerers 

who have set out to kill Zarathushtra. 

Figure 3: Zarathushtra is unharmed by a herd of cattle, 

following chapter 9, line 9. 

After the fire fails to kill Zarathushtra, the gang of sorcerers next 

attempts to have him trampled by a herd of cows.  

By the command of King [Durasarun] , the chief of those who 

had gone astray, they carried Zarathushtra off secretly. 

They left him in the narrowest part of the road,  where the 

cows have their crossing .  

They threw that nursing infant down i n  that narrow road ,  

miserable and crying 

So that when the cows came by the road ,  they would stomp 

on him and destroy him. 

When the herd began to move, one cow approached in front 

of all the others, *[Figure 3 is placed here in the original 

manuscript]* 

Greater than the other cows in strength and body, like the 

biggest man in a group. 

She trotted up to the beautiful child with love, like a mother 

going to her infant. 
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She held him by the decree of God between her front and rear 

legs, 

Not letting a single cow pass over him or trample any part of 

him. 

The third miniature depicts Zarathushtra 's miraculous rescue from 

the herd of cattle .  Four cattle are shown, with horns and humps.  Like 

the text, the miniature presumably represents cows, rather than bul ls, 

but they are depicted ambiguously. The black cow in the lower right 

is shown wearing a brown cloth across its back,  encircling its hump. 

Zarathushtra is shown in the centre, his head resting on the leg of 

a large brown cow, presumably the large cow mentioned in the text 

who protects him from being trampled. Two onlookers are shown on 

the periphery of the miniature . 

Figure 4: Zarathushtra is unharmed by a herd of h orses, 

following chapter 10, line 10. 

After fail ing to kill Zarathushtra for a third time, Durasarun next 

orders for him to be trampled by horses .  Similar to the incident with 

the cows, Zarathushtra is stolen away from his parents 

[Durasarun] gave the order, and they carried off Zarathushtra, 

throwing him helpless on the road 

So that when the horses passed through there, he would be 

trampled under their hooves 

They did as the king ordered, but they were not happy. 

They threw him in the crossing-place of the herd, and 

abandoned him. 

In such dire straits , when the going gets tough, even the hearts 

of ferocious men grow soft. 

When the horses came by the path, a mare came to the fore . 

[Figure 4 is placed here in the original manuscript] 

By the decree of the nurturing Provider, it approached the 

resting place of the nursing infant, 

And stood in front of that worthy one . No injury came to him 

from the horses. 
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Like the previous miniature, the fourth miniature depicts Zarathushtra 

cast down on a barren landscape. Surrounded by horses on both 

sides, the miniature depicts the mare which protects Zarathushtra
. 

in 

the centre, protecting the youth between its legs .  At the periphery of 

the miniature are four onlookers who witness the miracle. 

Figure 5: Zarathushtra c onducts his foll owers across the 

sea, following chapter 17, line 2. 

After more failed attempts to kill Zarathushtra by casting him 

into a den of wolves and inducing a magical sickness,  the sorcerer 

Durasarun and his lackey Bartarush are finally defeated by Zarathushtra, 

who begins to attract followers because of his reputation for piety and 

helping those in need. At the age of thirty, Zarathushtra decided to 
leave his home with his followers for the land of Iran . Yet according 

to the text, the group had to cross a lake (darya - literally a sea) 

at the border of Iran, where "there was neither boat nor raft to be 

found." Concerned that the women among his group would have to 

disrobe in order to swim across the water, Zarathustra called out to 

God, who accepted his prayer. Miraculously, 

Zarathushtra came forth and entered the lake.  He commanded 

those people [who were following him] to make haste. 

They ran through the water of the lake without removing the 

clothes from their bodies .  *[Figure 5 is placed here in the 
original manuscript]* 
They went on the water of the lake as a boat goes through 

flowing water. 

It was as though a bridge had formed over the water, and 

Zarathushtra was hastening across the bridge.  

The image accompanying the text depicts an adult Zarathushtra 

leading a group of followers across the water. He is now shown 

with beard and white turban, as well as a saffron-colored robe tied 

with a red sash which he wears in the following miniatures .  He is 
followed by two veiled women wearing bright headscarves somewhat 

reminiscent of traditional Iranian Zoroastrian clothing,  as well as two 

turbaned male figures .  At the other side of the shore are shown two 

onlookers , watching the group approach through the water. 
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Figure 6: Bahman visits Zarathushtra t o  bring him int o 

the presence of Ohrmazd, following chapter 22, line 10. 

Zarathushtra arrives in Iran at the time of the New Year 's celebrations. 

After the end of the celebrations, he approached the river Daitf (referred 

to as a sea, Persian darya), where he was visited by Amesha Spenta 

Bahman. In the text, Bahman is described as wearing a garment made of 

pure light, who comes to Zarathushtra by the command of God himself. 

He asks Zarathushtra what he desires in the world, and Zarathushtra 

responds that he seeks nothing but what God desires .  Then, 

When the angel (firishta) Bahman heard Zarathushtra 's 

agreeable words , he said to him, 

"Arise that you might approach God. From him you will 

hear everything you desire ."  *[Figure 6 is placed here in the 
original manuscript]* 
When Bahman had shown him the true path, Zarathushtra 

immediately rose to his feet. 

He said to Zarathushtra, "Close both your eyes for a moment, 

and step forward."  

It was  as though a bird had carried h im from his  place and 

taken him before God. 

When Zarathushtra opened his eyes ,  he found himself in 

Heaven. (mlm"i) 

The miniature depicts Bahman as an angel, flying towards Zarathushtra 

with two long wings .  He is wearing a green robe with a sash tied 

around his waist. His hands are outstretched towards Zarathushtra, who 

likewise gestures in greeting toward him. The scenery is decorated with 

two tall cypress trees, to which Zarathushtra is frequently likened in 

the text. As in the preceding miniatures, two onlookers can be found 

at the upper right corner of the miniature, turned toward one another 

and presumably expressing amazement at the scene . 

Figure 7: Zarathushtra visits the c ourt of King Gushtiisp, 

following chapter 37, line 4, 

After Zarathushtra returns from the presence of God, he sets out 

for the court of Gushtasp in the city of Balkh with a book containing 
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the Zend-Avesta. Aniving at the court, Zarathushtra sees two lines of 

philosophers debating with one another. Then, 

Zarathushtra, he of glorious fame, came forth and praised the 

king .  

When Gushtasp heard his speech, he  realised how powerful and 

able he was . 

He asked questions of him, and treated him kindly, desiring to 

appoint him as one of his sages .  

He commanded a golden chair to be brought forth, and he 

placed it facing himself between the two rows [of courtiers] . 

*[Figure 7 is placed here in the original manuscript]* 
He said to Zarathushtra, "Sit here, and bring forth the treasures 

buried in the knowledge you possess ! "  

The miniature depicts Zarathushtra seated on a throne (takht) 
directly before the large throne of Gushtasp, who wears a crown 

decorated by a plume . The two are gesturing to one another as though 

they are engaged in debate or instruction. On the left is a youth, who 

puts his finger to his lips in a conventional gesture of astonishment. 

Behind Zarathushtra are two figures ,  one standing and one kneeling, 

who are gesturing and observing the speech of the two central figures. 

The court is ornately decorated with vegetal motifs .  A black curtain 

hangs at the back of the throne-room depicting a cypress tree,  a 
symbol which in the Persianate tradition is likened to the stature of 
a beautiful youth, and which in the Zoroastrian tradition is likened to 
Zarathushtra himself, as well as the cypress tree of Kashmar (sarv-i 
Kashmar) which some texts assert that Zarathushtra brought back from 

paradise.  In the foreground lies a long bowl in which there are two 

ornate vessels, perhaps demonstrating the opulence of the court. 

Figure 8: Gushtiisp orders that Zarathushtra be impris oned, 

following chapter 44, line 19. 

Zarathushtra's  presence at court attracts the j ealousy of the othei 

courtiers and sages, who see their own prominence diminishing in i:he 
presence of the prophet . A group of courtiers scheme to blacken 

reputation, hiding bones and other dead matter among his things so 
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that the king would think that he is a disingenuous sorcerer. When 

presented with these obj ects which are found amongst Zarathushtra 's 

things, the king denounces him. 

To Zarathushtra [ Gushtasp] said, "0 vile dog , 28 you deserve 

nothing but the spear or the gallows.  

You can clearly see this contemptible stuff before you -

No one brought these obj ects back from heaven and hid them 

in your pillow and bags ! "  

Thereupon he threw down the Zend-Avesta and ordered that 

Zarathushtra be imprisoned.* [Figure 8 is placed here in the 
original manuscript]* 
He commanded, "Take him to the dungeon. Afterwards, mind 

not what he says ! "  

The scene i n  the eighth mmtature i s  much the same a s  in the 

seventh. Now, a treacherous,  robed figure sits in front of Gushtasp, 

looking down upon Zarathushtra who has had his turban removed at the 

right edge of the miniature. A standing , mustachioed figure is holding 

Zarathushtra 's head between his hands, perhaps either to remove his 

turban or to shave his head and beard as punishment. A long black 

cord or chain wraps around Zarathushtra 's hands and neck .  

Figure 9: Gushtiisp s h orse mysteri ously appears legless, 

following chapter 45, line 19. 

The next five images belong to the episode of Gushtasp 's horse, the 

climax of the Zaratushtnama, during which Gushtasp and his family 

accept Zarathushtra's religion. The story begins one morning soon 

after Zarathushtra has been thrown in prison. Gushtasp 's stablemaster 

discovers that the king 's favorite horse, "Black Stallion" (asp-i s iyah) ,  
has mysteriously become legless .  

By fate, one day at dawn when the brilliant sun was showing 

its face, 

The stable master examined the horses, and saw that the Black 

Stallion had no legs .  

He was stuck in the stall and hoofiess, positioned in one place . 
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All four of his legs had vanished into his torso. The 

stablemaster was afraid and unsettled. 

He came running before the king 's  throne, and informed him 

of the state of the Black Stallion. 

The king of the world became miserable from this news, and 

said ,  "This is a mysterious thing ! "  

H e  called his sages one by one, seating them near himself, 

So that they could find a remedy for the horse and discover 

what sorts of preparations must be undertaken, 

So that they could tell him what could have caused this .  What 

would happen because of such a bizarre event? 

They assembled together and talked about the pros and cons 

(of various plans), * [Figure 9 is placed here in the original 
manuscript]* 
For nothing l ike this had ever befallen anyone so that they 

would know what to do. 

The miniature depicts Gushtasp standing in front of the afflicted 

B lack Stallion, which is lying on the ground. Behind him is a 
courtier, his hand raised in amazement. Behind the horse stand two 

figures ,  including the robed figure from miniature 8 .  The non-robed 

figure is perhaps the stable master, as he appears to be explaining 

the horse ' s  state to the king .  The Black Stallion is depicted with 

its saddle,  lying on its belly, with its four legs twisted somewhat 

unnaturally (unlike the text, which describes the four legs of the 

horse having vanished within its torso) . Four onlookers gaze from 

above at the scene . 

Figure 10: Zarathushtra causes the first leg of Gushtiisp s 
horse to appear, following chapter 47, line 4. 

Eventually Gushtasp decides to bring Zarathushtra out of prison 

to cure the horse. Zarathushtra asks  Gushtasp to agree successively 

to four conditions, after each of which he miraculously heals one of 

the horse 's  legs .  For his first miracle, Zarathushtra asks that King 

Gushtasp affirm without any doubt that Zarathushtra is sent by God. 

Gushtasp agrees .  
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Then, when he had heard the words of the king and observed 

that the whole world was watching the event, 

Zarathushtra made a benediction to the Creator, beseeching him 

in a low tone . 

And when he had made several entreaties to God, he 

approached and rubbed his hands over the horse .  

The horse 's right foreleg appeared, just as Gushtasp had asked 

of him. *[Figure 10 is placed here in the original manuscript]* 
The king of kings was overj oyed by that event, and his heart 

became a mine of justice, free from doubt. 

This scene depicts Gushtasp gesturing toward Zarathushtra, who 

stands behind the horse with his hands raised up in exhortation to 

God. The horse 's  right foreleg is now outstretched, symbolising that 

it has been healed. Standing behind Zarathushtra is a youth, his finger 

raised to his lips in a gesture of amazement. 

Figure 11: Zarathushtra causes the sec ond leg of Gushtasp 's 
h orse t o  appear, following chapter 48, line 12. 

Zarathushtra's second request is that Gushtasp 's son, Isfandiyar, accept 

the Zoroastrian religion and agree to be the religion 's protector. Isfandiyar 

agrees to the request, and Zarathushtra recites another prayer. 

When promises and agreements were made thus before the king 

with the hero Isfandiyar, 

Zarathushtra recited another prayer, beseeching the Creator. 

By the decree of God, the right leg of the horse appeared 

just as he desired. *[Figure 1I is placed here in the original 
manuscript]* 

All the members of the pure religion sung the praises of the 

Creator of Justice to the man of religion. 

Like the previous scene, Zarathushtra (now wearing a green robe), 

stands behind the horse, his arms raised toward God. Behind Gushtasp 

stands Isfandiyar, who also wears a crown signifying his royal status .  

The rear right leg of the horse is now stretched out, signifying that 

two of the horse's  four legs have been healed. 
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Figure 12: Zarathushtra causes the third leg of Gushtasp s 
h orse t o  appear, following chapter 49, line 25. 

Zarathustra 's third request is that Gushtasp 's wife, accept the 

Zoroastrian religion. 

Thus the pure woman answered, "I have accepted your speech. 

I shall not turn my head from the decree of God. From now 

on I shall only tread the path of truth. 

We have heard all sorts of speech from you - we will not 

hold this  business of yours lightly." 

When Zarathushtra heard such an answer, he greatly praised 

that woman. 

Then he rose from his place and came to the Black Stallion. 

He prayed again and entreated the world-fashioning Creator 

plaintively. *[Figure 12 is placed here in the original manuscript]':' 
Instantly the left leg came out, and the king escaped from fear 

and sorrow. 

As before, Zarathushtra stands with his hands outstretched beseeching 

God to cure the horse. Behind Gushtasp is a figure wearing loose

fitting green clothing and a folded turban, possibly meant to represent 

Gushtasp 's wife .  Gushtasp 's horse is now standing on three legs -

only its left foreleg is bent. 

Figure 13: Zarathustra causes the fourth leg of Gushtasp s 
h orse t o  appear, following chapter 51, line 3. 

Finally Zarathushtra asks Gushtasp for the last agreement - that 

he execute those who had falsely accused Zarathushtra of sorcery and 

that he accept the Zoroastrian religion for himself. He readily agrees, 

extracts a confession from the royal gatekeeper, and hangs the four 

courtiers responsible for the treachery. 

He again recited another prayer that he had learned from the 

Creator, 

And from its belly he pulled forth the horse's leg. It sprung 

up in its place like a lion *[Figure 13 is placed here in the 
original manuscript]* 
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When all four legs had become whole and the sovereign had 

escaped from his grief, 

He extolled Zarathushtra well and brought him towards the 

throne, appointing him a place near his own. 

The miniature depicts GushUisp 's "Black Stallion" standing on its four 

legs, its head now held high as it has been cured. Gushtasp is stroking 

the mane of his cherished horse, and behind him stands a royal figure, 

presumably Isfandiyar. Zarathushtra is also rubbing the horse from behind, 

and a courtier stands at the ready at the right edge of the miniature. 

Figure 14: King Gushtasp and Zarathushtra are visited by 

four h orsemen, following chapter 53, line 10. 

The final miniature illustrates one of the concluding episodes of 

the Zariitushtniima. Gushtasp asks Zarathushtra for four boons - the 

ability to see his place in paradise, the ability not to be harmed by 

weapons, the ability to see the future, and the abi lity to live until 

the end of time - in exchange for the four agreements which he 

gave to Zarathushtra. Zarathushtra responds that the four boons which 

Gushtasp seeks cannot all be given to one person, but that he will 

ask God to grant them to Gushtasp, his sons Isfandiyar and Pishutan, 

and his vizier Jamasp. The next day, Zarathustra and Gushtasp are 

sitting together when loud noises are heard from the roof. 

The king of kings said, "Who might this be?" He said to 

Zarathushtra, "Who could this be?" 

He had not yet said these words in entirety when the horsemen 

descended from the roof. * [Figure 14 is placed here in the 
original manuscript]* 
All dressed in green and all armed, raising their spears before 

the king. 

With awesomeness and grandeur, full of pomp, they advanced 

toward the throne like four mountains. 

The first was Bahman, the second Ardibihisht, sent by the 

Creator from paradise. 
Azar Khurad and Azar Gushasb as well were each thus 

mounted on their horses. 
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The four horsemen, consisting of two Amesha Spentas and two of 

the sacred fires personified, are God 's heralds and proceed to order 

GushHisp to follow Zarathushtra 's every command. Zarathushtra then 

grants Gushtasp the four boons which he sought from God. The 

miniature depicts Gushtasp and Zarathushtra, seated in the royal court 

as they are in miniature 7 .  The four horsemen on the right are clad 

with plumed helmets, as though ready for battle .  Each of the four 

has raised his right hand, entreating the king. Behind Gushtasp is  a 

courtier looking on, and ornate vessels are placed on the ground. 

It i s  obvious from the foregoing discussion that the miniatures of 

the manuscript HP 149 were clearly intended to be viewed with the 

text - without knowing the stories which the miniatures illustrated, 

they would effectively be meaningless . The artist of the Zaratushtnama 
manuscript clearly felt that the miraculous elements of the story were 

the most important and the most worthy of illustration. Belief in 

Zarathustra 's miracles (Persian mu 'jizat, literally, "acts which render 

one awestruck") were a central feature of medieval Zoroastrianism 

until they came under attack by British missionaries at the beginning 

of the 19th century. Like the illustrated Ardavzrafnama manuscripts 

discussed above, the illustrated Zaratushtnama manuscript conveys a 

sense of wonder and astonishment at Zarathustra 's miracles, a sentiment 

reinforced by many of the characters who are visibly portrayed as 

expressing awe at the prophet 's actions, and conveying visually the 

sense of awe found in the text was clearly one of the illustrator's 

goals .  

Unfortunately, until a more thorough investigation of Zoroastrian 

illustrated manuscripts is carried out, it is impossible to make larger 

conclusions about the use and the function of these images within the 

community. For an unknown reason, illustrating the Zaratushtnama 
did not become popular in the same way that illustrating the 

Ardavzrafnama did. Though we can now push the earliest known 

images of Zarathushtra produced by Zoroastrians to the 17th century,29 

the existence of a single illustrated manuscript of the Zaratushtnama 
is likely the exception that proves the rule :  images of the prophet 

were not a common feature of the medieval Zoroastrian religion in 

either India or Iran. 
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A History of Illustrating the Prophet 

Where then do the current devotional images originate, and how 

have they become so ubiquitous? Before the mid- 18th century, as we 

have seen, the most prevalent form of figurative art within the Parsi 

community was the manuscript miniature, which was primarily employed 

as a narrative device through which a story could be more powerfully 

conveyed than simply through written text. These manuscripts could 

only reach a very small audience - materials, copyists, and illustrators 

were costly, production was time-consuming, literacy was relatively low, 

and only a few individuals could ever access the finished manuscript. 

Thus, it is  not surprising that distribution of these images was not 

particularly widespread until sufficient technological development made 

the production of images faster and less costly. 

In order to understand the shift from manuscript miniatures to 

mass-reproduced images in the Zoroastrian community, it is necessary 

to examine the history of Parsi printing. The coming of the printed 

book to India and Iran revolutionised the ways in which information, 

both textual and visual, was disseminated, creating a literate public 

which extended far more widely than the older elite educated classes .30 

Private printing ventures created a new economy of texts , encouraging 

innovations in printing to help increase the commercial viability of 

the printing ventures. Though there had been type-based printing 

presses in India among missionaries in Goa s ince the 16th century, 

the earliest Parsi involvement with printing did not begin until the late 

18th century, when Behramj i  Jij i  Chhapgar cast the first Guj arati type 

for the Bombay Courier in 1797.  He later printed the first Khordeh 
Avesta in Gujarati characters in 1798 .  By 18 12,  Fardunj i  Marzbanj i  

had started the first native-owned press i n  Bombay, and i n  1822 

he began to print the Murpbal Samiichiir, the oldest still-operating 

vernacular newspaper in India. 31 Within a few decades ,  Parsi authors 

could reach audiences of many thousands when a generation before, 

a manuscript might not have passed through more than a dozen 

hands. Unprecedented numbers of Parsis began to write and took 

to the press in great numbers . However, apart from small designs 

cast on pieces of type, the early cast type-based hand press was not 

suitable for printing images .  The first illustrated book produced in 
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a vernacular language in India was apparently the Bengali-language 

Annadamailgal, published in Calcutta in 1 8 1 6, which contained two 

copper-etched engravings in addition to woodcuts.32 Yet, engravings 

were prohibitively expensive to produce, and since there were no 

engravers in Bombay at the beginning of the 1 9th century, engravings 

would have to be printed in England and shipped back to India in 

order to be incorporated into Indian publications. 

Meanwhile, a new technology had spread across Europe which 

would have great ramifications in the colonial world. The lithographic 

process was perfected by Aloys Senefelder in Munich in 1 804, by 

which handwritten texts or hand-drawn designs were copied on stone, 

etched by the use of chemicals ,  inked, and pressed on paper. 33 The 

result was a cheap, easily transportable, and versatile technology 

which could eliminate the need for type and type-setting altogether.34 

Lithography was popularized in Britain for printing images and sheet 

music by 1 8 1 7 , from where it was quickly disseminated into the 

colonies. Lithographic presses were ordered by the Bombay government 

in 1 824, and by 1 826,  private printers had begun to acquire them 

as well .35 Enterprising printers soon discovered that the lithographic 

press was well-suited for printing in Perso-Arabic script ,  since it could 

more easily convey the calligraphic style of cultivated nasta 'l'fq script 

than set type. As a result, printing books by lithography became far 

more popular in India and the Middle East than it ever was on the 

European continent . Lithographed books could more easily mimic the 

style of Persian and Gujarati manuscripts than could printed type. 

Fardunj i Dorabj i Dastur, of the Jamaspasa family and proprietor of 

the Akhbar-e Kablsa press,  was apparently the first Parsi to print a 

book l ithographically, namely the 1 826 Shavahid al-Nafisa fi 'l Is bat 
al-Kablsa of Haji Muhammad al-Isfahani, a Persian book defending the 

Shahanshahi calendar.36 Fardunj i Dorabji Dastur went on to print Edalji  

Darabj i Sanj ana's Gujarati Ketab-e Khoreh-e Vehljak, lithographically. 

The Bombay Samachiir apparently also acquired a lithographic press 

around this time,37 and by the 1 830 's,  books in Persian were regularly 

published lithographically, while those in Guj arati were regularly 

typeset. While typeset Gujarati books mimicked Western book design, 

eventually incorporating such features as footnotes and punctuation, 

lithographed works in Persian typically adhered to the traditional 
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layout of Persian manuscripts - they were printed with decorated title 

pages, verse was printed in lined columns, commentaries and notes 

filled the margins of scholarly works, etc . 

About 15 years after the first lithographic presses had been set up 

by the Parsis, the same lithographic technique that was used to print 

books in Persian began to be used to print illustrations . Though it has 

not yet been studied exhaustively, the earliest exemplar of a printed 

book with lithographic images from Bombay that I can find is the 

Rustamnamil of 1843, an abridged Shahnameh, printed at the Daftar 
Ashkara press. The Rustamnamil is apparently the oldest Shahnamil 
to have been i llustrated lithographically, with a program of 24 images 

signed by a certain S. Cassinathsett. 38 An example of an illustration, 

the court of the first king Gayiimars, reveals basic similarities with 

Persian miniatures *(Figure 15)*. Unlike most later Persian lithographs, 

where text and i llustration appear on the same page, the actual text of 

the Rustamnamil was typeset, and the lithographic illustrations inserted 

separately into the book. By 1850, the distribution of lithographed 

images had become so popular that an illustrated weekly magazine 

was founded in Bombay by Cowasj ee Sorabjee Patel, called the Chitra 
JFzan-darpan (The Illustrated Mirror of Knowledge) which included 

biographies of prominent historical figures along with lithographed 

portraits styled on Western images .  39 

Though the 1843 publication of the Rustamnamil did not include 

pictures of Zarathushtra, later works did. Three Persian Shahnamehs 
were published in Bombay between 1846 and 1856 .40 One of the 

earliest works printed in Bombay to contain a picture of Zarathushtra 

was the 1849 Bombay Shahnameh lithograph *(Figure 16)*, published 

by Muhammad Baqir Sh1raz1 with illustrations by 'All Akbar at the 

publishing house of Ganpatrao Krishnaj i. The work is interesting for 

a number of reasons - printed by an Iranian Muslim at the press of 

a Maharashtrian Hindu, with Persian, English, and Parsi Gujarati title 

pages, it demonstrates that the Persian-reading audience of mid- 19th 

century Bombay publishing houses was very diverse.41 One might 

imagine that the image of Zarathushtra, which was only very rarely 

included in handwritten Shahnameh manuscripts, was included in part 

with a Parsi audience in mind. 
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Whatever the intention of the illustrator, the 1849 Shiihniimeh 
image was widely distributed both in India and in Iran, and became 

one of the two sources for later depictions of Zarathushtra. Like other 

Persian lithographs, the Bombay Shiihniimeh lithograph followed the 

customary layout of Persian manuscripts, accompanied by narrative 

i llustrations . The image depicts Zarathushtra on the left, presenting 

the Mihr-Burzin fire to Kay Gushtasp, behind whom stands Prince 

Isfandiyar. The artist has imagined Zarathushtra to be dressed similarly 

to a contemporary Zoroastrian priest, wearing flowing robe Uiimii) 
wrapped with a cloth around his waist (pichoc;fi), and a tightly 

tied turban (phe_to) on his head. Gushtasp and Isfandiyar appear in 

contemporary Qajar style, with long moustaches, thick beards, and 

tall, crenellated crowns .  This early Shiihniimeh image proved to be 

very influential in later depictions, establishing the fire and walking 

staff as two of Zarathushtra 's attr ibutes, and more or less establishing 

his style of dress as reminiscent of a Parsi priest. 

Until this  point, all of the images which I have been discussing 

were essentially narrative images. Yet during the mid- 19th century, the 

same narrative images began to take on a devotional function. One 

image directly derived from the 1849 Shiihniimeh can be found in the 

Persian-language prayerbook Farziyiit- i Dznz written by Kaykhusraw 

b. Khudabakhsh Jamasp (published in Bombay in 1895) *(Figure 

17)* .  The artist of the Farziyiit-i Dznz image has added two details 

to the Shiihniimeh image : the sage Jamasp has been added to the 

right of Isfandiyar and a radiated halo now illuminates the head of 

Zarathushtra, likely added under the influence of the Taq-i Bustan 

image discussed below. 

By the 1830 's-40 's, an ancient image identified as that of Zarathushtra 

was already being circulated in Bombay. Western travellers  had identified 

what they thought was a Sasanian-era portrait of Zarathushtra in a 
relief at the site of Taq-i Bustan, near the city of Kinnanshah in 

Iranian Kurdistan. Though today it is generally recognised that the 

scene represents the investiture of Shapur 11 (ruled 309-379) with the 

gods Ohrmazd in front of him and Mihr behind him at the victory 

of Julian the Apostate,42 in the nineteenth century, the identity of 
the figures were still the subject of speculation. The first to publish 
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a reproduction of the relief was Robert Ker Porter, an Englishman 

who travelled to Iran between 1 8 1 8- 1 820.  In his 1 822 travelogue, 

which was accompanied by many engraved plates, he writes that 

the figure depicted at Taq-i Bustan may be either a Mithraic figure 

or "the figure may be meant for the glorified Zoroaster himself ' 

*(Figure 1 8)* .43 John Malcolm, future Governor of Bombay agreed, 

writing, in the second edition of his History of Persia, published in 

1 829, that the sculpture at Taq-i Bustan was "supposed to be the 

prophet Zoroaster."44 Malcolm, was acquainted with a number of 

Bombay Parsis, and may have been among the first to circulate the 

image in Bombay and to suggest to the Parsi community that the 

figure at Taq-i Bustan was in fact Zarathushtra. The image, along 

with many other images of ancient Iranian monuments streaming 

into India from Iran,45 was adopted by the community as rel igious 

symbols with remarkable speed. Already by 1 846, the illustrator of 

the earliest Bombay Shiihniimeh had used the image as an inspiration 

for his depiction of Zarathustra *(Figure 20)* .  Later Parsi travellers 

who visited Iran continued to identify the figure at Taq-i Bustan with 

Zarathushtra. One such traveller, Kavasjee Dinshaw Kias, writing for 

the Parsi and Irani communities in Bombay, went as far as to restore 

the deteriorated facial features of the figures in his reconstruction of 

the Taq-i Bustan relief appearing in his A ncient Persian Sculptures 
( 1 889) *(Figure 1 9)*_46 

Even more than the 1 849 Shiihniimeh depiction of Zarathushtra, 

the Taq-i Bustan im age became an influential source for the later 

Zarathushtra images .  Published just as Parsis had begun to enter the 

print market, lithographs and stamped images of the prophet based on 

the relief began to decorate the covers and frontispieces of religious 

works by the second half of the century. These images, reconstructed 

from Ker Porter 's publication of the Taq-i Bus tan consistently depicted 

Zarathushtra as facing towards the right, bearded, with long curly 

hair, surrounded by a radiated nimbus shining above a turban (hence 

the origin of the halo in Figure 17), ribbons flowing, gripping a rod, 

wearing a loose-fitting decorated costume with trousers, and standing 

on top of a lotus.  Where the images did tend to vary was in the 

face, the area obscured in the original Taq-i Bustan relief (Figure 

2 1  a-c) . Curiously, elements of the Taq-i Bustan image seem to 
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have intermingled with the Shahnameh image at an early date . Some 

illustrators were at a loss to explain the long rod in the Ta.q-i Bustan 

figure 's hand,47 and replaced the rod with the more familiar attributes 

of the fire and walking stick found in the Shahnameh-derived images 

(Figure 2 l d-22) .  By the second half of the nineteenth century, the 

portrait of Zarathushtra (Guj arati : Zarthostnz chabl), which was printed 

in almost every Khordeh Avesta as well as in other devotional works, 

had become commonplace. 

During the latter half of the nineteenth century, there was a 
fundamental shift in the use of images of the prophet Zarathushtra. 

As we have seen above, the Taq-i Bustan image, originally published 

as a illustrative addition to an archaeological description, was adapted 

to new purposes in Khordeh Avestas and religious publications . Even 

narrative images like the Shahnameh l ithograph were adapted for 

devotional use. Though the Farziyat-i Dznz lithograph (Figure 1 7) i s  

visually almost identical to  the Shiihnameh lithograph (Figure 16), it 

does not have the same function. Representing an important shift in 

the religious practice related to images, the Farziyat- i Din! lithograph 

does not occur in a story - rather, it is placed in a prayer-book. These 

images therefore might be seen as devotional, used for contemplation 

in the course of reciting prayers and other rituals .  

Yet demand for images remained high. The newly introduced 

chromolithographic process, by which color images could be quickly 

and easily reproduced, led to the production of color prints which 

were independent from books, and which could be collected in 

homes and hung in fire temples. Chromolithographed portraits of 

Zarathushtra were circulating by the 1880 's, such as the one published 

as the frontispiece to D F Karaka's History of the Parsis (Figure 

23) .  Henry Steel Olcott informs us in his 1 882 lectures on "The 

Spirit of the Zoroastrian Religion" that he had obtained "an excellent 

chromolithograph, recently published in Bombay, representing Zoroaster 

as standing upon a double star, his head encircled with starry rays, 

his hand holding a seven-j ointed bamboo, and fire coming from his 

hand" 48 ( i . e ., a colourised version of Figure 2 l d) .  Large colour 

prints of the prophet Zarathushtra were for the first time framed and 

placed in fire temples.  The ability to reproduce en masse images of 
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Zarathushtra allowed these images to be disseminated very widely, and 

when Abraham Valentine Williams Jackson visited the Fire Temple in 

Yazd, he saw hanging there a "modern coloured print, apparently a 

cheap Parsi lithograph from India, perhaps not twenty years old. "49 
For the first time the Zoroastrian communities of Iran and India had 

a unified vision of their prophet. 

By the turn of the 20th century, portraits of the prophet Zarathushtra 

were widespread among the Zoroastrians of India and Iran. Some 

artists exercised a degree of creativity in their depictions, such as 

the 1900 frontal l ithographic portrait of Zarathushtra published in the 

Persian Dznkardniima (Figure 24), in which Zarathushtra is depicted 

holding the fire and his upraised staff, now imagined as a bull

headed gurz such as the one used in the Parsi niivar ceremony. The 

perspective of the Dznkardniima lithograph is exceptional . As a rule, 

Persian miniature artists typically depicted their subjects in full- or 

three-quarters-profile. In the frontal perspective of the Dznkardniima 
lithographed portrait, one can perhaps discern the influence of Western 

style portraiture, which by 1900 had been popular among the elite 

classes for more than a century. 

Developing at the same time as mass-distributed book art, 

elite Parsi classes were already employing European portraitists 

by the late 18th century, and by the nineteenth century, prominent 

Pars i s  involved in the Europe and China trade regularly had 

portraits painted in Western style (the "Company style"). By the 

mid-nineteenth century, Pars i s  were training as portraitists in the 

newly opened art schools across  India. 50 Though the technology 

for the mass reproduction of oi l  paintings was not yet available 

at  the beginning of the nineteenth century, improvements in colour 

printing by chromolithography began to attract the attention of 

Indian painters as well as printers. The painter Raj a  Ravi Varma 

made considerable profit by entering into the chromolithographic 

print market at an early date. As Chri stopher Pinney has recently 

documented, chromolithographic presses  in Pune and Calcutta were 

producing and circulating images of Hindu deities by 1 8 7 8, which 

for the first time allowed the masses of devotees to ritually "see" 

(perform darshan to) the gods outs ide of temples.51 
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At the same time as the printing of early chromolithographs of 

Zarathushtra, religious practice among Zoroastrian laity was changing 

in diverse ways. In particular, at least judging from the great variety of 
printed prayer books in English and Gujarati, the practice of reciting 

prayers seems to have been particularly diverse in the late 19th-early 

20th century. Prayer books with newly compose� vernacular prayers 

intermixed with the older Avestan, Pazand, and Persian prayers were 

published by reformists, theosophists, kshnoomists, and various orthodox 

groups alike . One aspect of the new prayer practices was the use of 

religious images in lay religious practice, which, as we have seen 

above, were often printed in the prayer books themselves as well as 

in stand-alone prints . This phenomenon was not unique among Parsis, 

but included other urban elite groups as well . Writing about modern 

educated urban Hindu religious practice, scholar of religious visual 

culture David Morgan writes, "Particularly educated and urban Indians 

and transnationals often speak of images as "symbolic" devices that 

act as instruments to assist contemplation or prayer. Visualisation is 

part of meditation, not an end in itself. Images serve to focus thoughts 

on the divinity and, through it, the single God of all Hinduism."52 

In this context entered the Bombay Parsi painter Manchershaw 

Fakirjee Pithawala ( 1872- 1937) .53 Pithawala, who was famous for his 

portraits of members of the Parsi community, apparently undertook 

several portraits of Zarathushtra reproduced as prints . Like his 

contemporaries, Pithawala was influenced by the coming of photography 

to India and attempted to portray life-like poses with great attention 

to detail .  Pithawala, or artists copying Pithawala, is responsible for 

most of the full-body portraits of Zarathushtra found at many fire 

temples in India and Iran (Figure 25) .  In terms of its attributes, the 

portrait bears a remarkable likeness to the D!nkardniima lithograph. 

Yet the radiated halo has been softened and made more natural . 

More importantly, the burning Mihr-BurzTn fire found in many of 

the lithographic portraits has been removed. Instead, Zarathushtra 's 

face is  pointing upwards, and his eyes are raised, perhaps intended 

to suggest that he is contemplating the divine. One might speculate 

that the removal of the fire was made on account of the declining 

importance of the miracles and the emphasis on philosophy in turn 

of the century accounts of the life of Zarathushtra. In any case, this 
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image was widely reproduced in various formats as chromolithographic 

prints, which were distributed for lay devotional use. Attesting to 

this usage a 1 9 1 6  Khordeh Avesta contains a picture of a young 

Parsi woman praying to a print of this portrait (Figure 26), with the 

following prayer printed under it in Guj arati : 

Homage to Lord Asho Zarathushtra ! 

0 Spitaman Zarathushtra, author of The Pure Khordeh Avesta ! 
By acting in accordance with the commands of your pure 

religion (dharma), the whole Parsi community has become 

prominent throughout the world. I have looked throughout 

the world, 0 Spitaman Zarathushtra, and there is only one 

religion as pure and refined as yours . 54 

Perhaps the best known of the devotional portraits of Zarathushtra, 

today found in Zoroastrian households all over the world, is the half

length portrait of Zarathushtra (ea. 1 9 1 4), gazing upwards toward the 

sky as it rises through the clouds (Figure 27). This particular image 

was commissioned from M. F. Pithawala by the Theosophical Society 

at the direction of the Bombay Parsi Theosophist N. F. Bil imoria, who 

claimed to have had a vision of Zarathushtra and wanted a portrait 

to share this vision with his fellow theosophists and Parsis .  Of the 

portrait, Bilimoria writes, 

The picture is a very clumsy copy of a VISIOn I had some 

long years ago . I told about this vision to some friends at the 

time, who desired to have a copy for meditation. They also 

suggested that the picture be given to the Parsi community, 

who had no authentic picture of the Lord. [ . . .  an] attempt 

was made with Mr. M. F. Pithawala, a well-known Bombay 

artist, who, with great difficulty, after rej ecting a couple of 

sketches, succeeded in producing the result we have now. 

The picture was checked by our teacher, Mrs . Besant, who 

declared it "fair." 

The original oil-painting was sent to England twice, in order 

to have facsimile copies made of it by a three-calor process .  

These were distributed among the Parsis .  Probably as many 

as five thousand copies are in Parsi homes, and many of our 
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Christian, Hindu and Mahomedan brothers have them in their 

sacred rooms of prayer. 55 

Bilimoria conveys the diverse new uses to which images of 

Zarathushtra were being put, as well as the popularity which these 

images had both within and outside of the community. Yet stil l  the 

image possesses the same features of the Shahnameh and Ta.q-i Bustan 

images of Zarathushtra. Within the course of less than a hundred 

years , the Parsi community had gone from possessing a handful of 

illustrated manuscripts to having images of Zarathushtra in thousands 

of Parsi homes and establishments, images the very distribution of 

which seems to have produced a variety of religious practices within 

a very short period of time. 

The twentieth century continued to witness further growth in the 

popularity of the Zarathushtra image . The spread of new technologies 

such as photography and motion pictures resulted in further developments 

- early studio photographs tended to mimic the poses of earlier 

portraiture and even extended to religious and mythological subjects . 

Figure 28  depicts a young man dressed as Zarathushtra, holding a 

bull-headed mace in one hand, and an imitation flame in the other, 

clearly recalling elements found in earlier lithographic i llustrations . 56 

The life of Zarathushtra has been depicted in film at least once, namely 

the Parsi production On Wings of Fire ( 1 985) ,  directed by Cyrus 

Bharucha and starring Nigel Terry. In addition, the spread of European 

publications identifying various western images of Zarathustra have 

caused some Parsis to reproduce these images in religious iconography 

and publications as wel 1 .57 Not all modem pictures of Zarathushtra 

have been devotional - for instance, an Amar Chitra Katha comic 

book of the life of Zarathushtra was published in 1 97 4, with the text 

written by Bachi Karkaria (Figure 29). 58  Today, new children 's books 

i llustrating the l ife of Zarathushtra appear every few years, and it is 

not uncommon to see Zoroastrian children dressed up like Zarathushtra 

during communal pageants and performances .  

Conclusion 

To conclude, one might rhetorically ask with Anquetil du Perron , 

the first western translator of the Avesta, "If Zarathustra were to 
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reappear on Earth, would he recognise the portraits that have been 

made of him?"59 Though I may have been unable to answer that 

question, I hope to have demonstrated in this  paper that images of 

the prophet Zarathushtra have evolved under material constraints 

along with evolving practi ces in the Zoroastrian tradition. The use 

of religious images fundamentally affects religious praxis .  As David 

Morgan writes, "Images shape religious meaning by working in 

tandem with other artifacts, documents, and forms of representation, 

such as texts, buildings, clothing, food, and all manner of ritual ."60 

Illustrated manuscripts, like the Ardiivzriifniima and the K R Cama 

Oriental Institute Zariitushtniima manuscript contain narrative images, 

which reinforce religious stories and create emotions of awe in their 

readers . Narrative images of the life of Zarathushtra still abound in 

community publications, such as children's books and comic books, 

which in a certain sense continue the manuscript miniature tradition 

to the current day. The nineteenth century saw the rapid distribution 

of images on a scale which was impossible in the pre-modern world. 

Though the earliest of the printed Zarathushtra images continued to 

be narrative (in the case of Shiihniimeh images) or descriptive (in the 

case of the Taq-i Bus tan image), these images quickly began to "shape 

religious meaning" for believers and were incorporated into a variety 

of devotional practices which continue to be shaped and evolve today. 

By studying these images and the visual practices which accompany 

them, we can hope to understand the social and historical processes 

which have shaped their production and use, and which continue to 

play a role in the lives of Zoroastrian believers today. 
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Figure 1 :  The B irth Of Zarathushtra.
From the Zariitushtniima, MS HP 1 49 .  From the Collection of 

The K R Cama Oriental Institute . 
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Figure 2 :  Zarathushtra i s  miraculously unhanned by the flames .
From the Zariitushtniima, MS HP 1 49 .  

From the Collection of  The K R Cama Oriental Institute . 
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Figure 3: Zarathushtra is miraculously unharmed by the bulls .
From the Zariitushtniima, MS HP 1 49 .  

From the Collection of The K R Cama Oriental Institute. 
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Figure 4 :  Zarathushtra is miraculously unharmed by the horses .
From the Zarii.tushtnii.ma, MS HP 1 49 .  

From the Collection of The K R Cama Oriental Institute . 
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Figure 5 :  Zarathushtra conducts the men and women across the river.
From the Zaratushtnama, MS HP 1 49 .  

From the Collection of The K R Cama Oriental Institute . 
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Figure 6: Zarathushtra is visited by Bahman and
taken to the presence of God. 

From the Zariitushtniima, MS HP 1 49 .  
From the Collection of The K R Cama Oriental Institute . 
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Figure 7 :  Zarathushtra debates with King Gushtasp.
From the Zaratushtnama, MS HP 1 49 .  

From the Collection of The K R Cama Oriental Institute . 
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Figure 8: Zarathushtra is denounced at court.
From the Zaratushtnama, MS HP 1 49 .  

From the Collection of The K R Cama Oriental Institute . 
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Figure 9 :  Gushtasp 's black horse is mysteriously legless .
From the Zaratushtnama, MS HP 1 49 .  

From the Collection of The K R Cama Oriental Institute . 
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Figure 1 0 :  Zarathushtra restores the first leg to the black horse .
From the Zariitushtniima, MS HP 1 49 .  

From the Collection of The K R Cama Oriental Institute . 
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Figure 1 1 : Zarathushtra restores the second leg to the black horse .
From the Zariitushtniima, MS HP 1 49 .  

From the Collection of The K R Cama Oriental Institute . 
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Figure 1 2 :  Zarathushtra restores the third leg to the black horse.
From the Zaratushtnama, MS HP 1 49 .  

From the Collection of The K R Cama Oriental Institute . 
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Figure 1 3 :  Zarathushtra restores the fourth leg to the black horse.
From the Zariitushtniima, MS HP 1 49 . 

From the Collection of The K R Cama Oriental Institute . 
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Figure 1 4 :  The four riders arrive at the court of Gushtasp .
From the Zariitushtniima, MS HP 1 49 .  

From the Collection of The K R Cama Oriental Institute . 
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Figure 1 5 :  Lithographed i llustration of the court of Gayomars,
from the 1 843 publication of the Rustamnilmii. 

Courtesy : The Author. 
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Figure 1 6 :  Zarathushtra presents the Burzin-Mihr Fire to Gushtasp
and Isfandiyar. From the 1 849 Bombay Shahnama. 

Courtesy : First Dastoor Meherj irana Library, Navsari . 
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Figure 1 7 :  The same scene, with the addition of Jamasp .
From the 1 895  Farziyat- i Dznz. 

Courtesy F irst Dastoor Meherj irana Library, Navsari . 

Figure 1 8 :  Relief from Taq-i Bustan. From Robert Ker Porter 's
1 822 Travels in Georgia, Persia, Armenia, Persia, and Ancient 
Babylonia. Public Domain, available online at http : /  /archive .org 

details/travelsingeorgiaO 1 port, accessed on 1 July, 20 1 3 .  
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Figure 1 9 :  Relief from Taq-i Bustan. From Kavasj ee Dinshaw
Kiash 's 1 889 Ancient Persian Sculptures. 

Courtesy : First Dastoor Meherj irana Library, Navsari . 
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Figure 20 : Zarathushtra presents the BurzTn-Mihr Fire to Gushtasp
and Isfandiyar. From the 1 846 Bombay Sbahnama. Note that 

though the attributes of the fire and walking-stick are identical to 
the later 1 849 Shahnama (Figure 1 6), the dress is derived from 

the Taq-i Bustan image (Figure 1 8) .  
Courtesy : First Dastoor Meherj irana Library, Navsari . 
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Figure 2 1 :  Various figures of Zarathushtra.
a. Top Left :  from Pestonj i  Framj i  Velati 's Gulziir-e Alam (1884) .

b .  Top Right: From Fardunj i  Noshervanj i  Rabadi 's Piirsz Biifako 
Mate Zartostz Mazhab ( 1 873) .  

c .  Bottom Left :  From a Kadmi Khordeh Avestii ( 1 877) .  
d. Bottom Right : From a Khordeh Avestii (early 20th century?),

Courtesy : The Author. 
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Figure 22 : From the Jumla-i Khurda Avasta ( 1 955) .
Courtesy : First Dastoor Meherj irana Library, Navsari . 
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Figure 23 : From D F Karaka's History of the Parsis II ( 1 884).
Public Domain, available online at 

http:/ /archive .org/details/historyofparsisiO I karauoft, 
accessed I July, 20 I 3 .  
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Figure 24:  From the Dlnkardnama ( 1 900) .
Courtesy : First Dastoor Meherj irana Library, Navsari . 
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Figure 2 5 :  A modem print made after a painting by
M F Pithawala (before 1 9 1 6) .  

Courtesy : The Author. 
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Figure 26 :  A Parsi Woman praying in
front of the preceding chromolithograph 

From Dinshah A Karkaria, Pak Khordeh Avesta Citro Sathe 
( 1 9 1 6) .  Courtesy : Yuhan S D Vevaina. 
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Figure 27:  A modem print, made after a painting by
M F Pithawalla (before 1 9 1 4) .  

Courtesy : The Author. 
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Figure 2 8 :  A photograph of a man dressed a s  Zarathushtra
From Parsi A lbum ( 1 942) .  

Courtesy : First Dastoor Meherj irana Library, Navsari .  
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LAST. ONE SPRJN6 PAY�
%AJi'A�THjrJ::::J,,.,TRA WAB BORN.

Figure 29 :  The birth of Zarathushtra. From Bachi Karkaria's
Zarathushtra ( 1 974). Public domain, available online at 

http://archive .org/details/zarathushtra, accessed 1 July, 20 1 3 .  

* * * * *
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Ringer, "Reform Transplanted:  Parsi Agents of Change amongst 
Zoroastrians in Nineteenth-Century Iran" Iranian Studies 42, 2009,

549-60. An excellent biography, based primarily on Manekjl's 

own manuscripts , can be found in Rashid Shahmardan Iran!, 

Tarikh-i  Zartushtiyan: Farzanagan-i Zartushtz. Faruhar, Tehran, 

1 363/ 1 984, pp 6 1 7-642 . 

27 See the published catalogue of the Persian manuscripts in the 

Manekj i  Limj i  Hataria collection by Sayyid Mahdl Gharavi 
Fihrist- i nuskhaha-i khattl- i  Farsl- i Bamba '1: Kitabkhiina-i 
mu 'assasa-i Kama, Ganjlna-i Manakjl (Pers ian), Markaz-i 
Tahqlqat-i Farsl-i Iran va Pakistan, Islamabad, 1 9 8 6 .

28 Though it may seem unusual for a Zoroastrian to use the term 
dog insultingly, this is not unique. 

29 Compare the recent remark by Albert de Jong, "In contemporary 

Zoroastrianism, pictures of Zarathushtra are omnipresent in houses 

as well as fire-temples and sanctuaries .  It is not certain how 

old this custom is, but the iconography used in the Iranian and 

Parsi communities cannot be traced to a period before the late 

eighteenth century." Encyclopedia of Religion 1 4 .  Macmillan 

Reference, Detroit, 2005 , p 993 5 .  

3 0  Though the study o f  the history o f  the book has formed an 
influential part of Western historical studies for more than half 
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a century, the field i s  just now emerging within Indian studies.  
A very useful, if conventional, history of printing in India is 
Anant Priolkar, The Printing Press in India: Its Beginnings and 
Early Development, Marathi Samshodhana Mandata, Bombay, 
1 95 8 .  A more exhaustive history of printing in India was carried 
out under the direction of B S Kesavan, History of Printing 
and Publishing in India: A Story of Cultural Re-Awakening, 3 
volumes printed, National Book Trust, Delhi, 1 985- 1 997 .  This 
work was unfortunately left incomplete before a volume on 
Western India could be published. For more specific studies, 
see Ulrike Stark's important study of Urdu print economy in An 
Empire of Books:  The Naval Kishore Press and the Difji1sion 
of the Printed Word in India, Permanent Black, Delhi, 2007, 
as well as Veena Naregal 's study of Marathi print culture in 
Language Politics, Elites, and the Public Sphere: Western India 
Under Colonialism, Permanent Black, Delhi, 200 1 . 

3 1  See the biography of Fardunj i  Marzbanj i  in Murzbanj i Muncherj i  
Murzban. Leaves from the Life of Khan Bahadur Munche1ji 
Cowasji Murzban with an Introduction Containing a Life-Sketch 
of Fardunji Murzbanji. F B Murzban & Co. ,  Bombay, 1 9 1 5 .

3 2  See Mitter, Partha, "Mechanical Reproduction and the World 
of the Colonial Artist ." Contributions to Indian Sociology 36 
(2002) . pp 1 -32 ,  here p 3 .  

33  Senefelder wrote a detailed history of h is  invention. See  Alois 
Senefelder. The Invention of Lithography. J W Muller (Trans .) ,  
Fuchs & Lang, New York, 1 9 1 1 .

34 For discussion of the relative costs of engraving versus lithography 
in India with regard to printed maps, see Matthew Edney, Mapping 
an Empire: The Geographical Construction of British India, 
1 765-1 843, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1 997, p 224. 
See also Graham Shaw. "Lithography v. Letter-Press in India 1 " ,  
South Asian Library Notes and Queries 29, 1 993 1 - 1 1 .  

3 5  See Priolkar, Anant, Op. Cit. , pp 9 1 ,  99- 1 00 .  A history o f  the 
publication of lithographed Persian books in India can be found in 

0 Scheglova, Persoyazichnaya litografirovannaya kniga ind!jskogo 
proizvodstra (XIX V) (Russian), PV, St. Petersburg, 200 1 ,  as well 
as in the English summary of her work "Lithograph Versions 
of Persian Manuscripts of Indian Manufacture in the Nineteenth 
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Century" Manuscripta Orientalia 5 ,  1 999, 1 2-22 . See also Nile 
Green. "Stones from Bavaria- Iranian Lithography in its Global 
Contexts ."  Iranian Studies 43, 20 1 0, 305-3 3 1 .  

36  This is incidentally the earliest known Persian book to  be printed 
by lithographic process, which would continue to dominate 
Persian and Urdu publishing in India until the late twentieth 
century when computers could finally replicate the handwritten 
nasta 'lzq style. 

37 The Bombay Samachar press printed several works of Mulla FTrilz 

defending the Kadmi calendar : the Risala-1 mawsiima bi-adalla-yi 
qaviya bar 'adam-i javaz-i kablsa dar sharz 'at- i Zartushtiya (in 

Persian) , 1 827 ,  the Risala-i Istishhadat (in Persian & Gujarati 
- Gujarati section typeset, Persian lithographed), 1 828 ,  and the 
Avijeh Din (in Guj arati , lithographed), 1 830 .  

38  1 843 i s  the same year that the first illustrated Persian lithograph was 
published, namely the Lay!! va Majmln of Maktabi which contained 
only our images. For the later history of 1 9th century lithographic art 
in the Persianate world, see Ulrich Marzolph. Narrative Illustration 
in Persian Lithographed Books, Brill, Leiden, 200 1 .  

39  This paper famously printed a (somewhat deformed) image of  
the Prophet Muhammad, which incited the Parsi-Muslim Riots of  
1 85 1 .  See  The Mahomedan Riots of Bombay in  the Year I 85  I .  
Bombay Samachar Press,  Bombay, 1 856 .  A dissertation on the 
history of the Parsi riots, and the role played by the press,  i s  
presently being prepared by Simin Pate! at  Oxford University. 

40 See Marzolph, Ulrich, "Il lustrated Persian Lithographic Editions 
of the Shahname."  Edebiyat 1 3 , 2003 , 1 77- 1 98 .  

4 1  The Gujarati title page clearly targets a Parsi audience, Sahnamii yane 
Pars/ Lokona Iran Ddna Agla Padsahonz Raj-nltl (The Shahnama, 
i. e. , the Rule of the Parsi People 's Ancient Emperors of Iran). 

42 For a modem study of the relief, see Rudolf Sellheim, "Taq-i 
Bustan und Kaiser Julian" (German), Oriens 34, 1 994, 354-366. 

43 Porter, Robert Ker, Travels in Georgia, Persia, Armenia, Ancient 
Babylonia, &c &c Il ,  Longman, Hurst, Rees,  Orme and Brown, 
London, 1 822, p 1 93 .  

44 Malcolm, John, The History of Persia I ,  John Murray, London, 
1 8 1 5 , p 545 . 
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45 These symbols include such now common images as the winged 
bull and the so-called asho farohar, which first appeared in India 
in the mid- 1 9th century. On the role of Parsis in cultivating 
a "neo-Achaemenid" style in art and architecture in Iran, see 
Talinn Grigor. "Parsi Patronage of the Urheimat," Getty Research 
Journal 2 ,  20 1 0 ,  pp 5 3 -68 .  

46  Within the Parsi community, the notion that the Ta.q-i Bustan relief 

really depicted Zarathushtra was dismissed by J C Coyajee, "The 

Supposed Sculpture of Zoroaster on the Tak-i Bostan," Journal 
of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 22, 1 926, pp 39 1 -409. See also 

Vincenc Lesny. "The Representation of Zarathushtra Based on 

Misunderstanding." Archiv Orientalni 1 ,  1 929, 25 1 -252.  Abraham 

Valentine Williams Jackson. Zoroaster: The Prophet of Ancient 
Iran, Columbia University Press, New York, 1 898 .  pp 288-294. 

47 An article by Jivanj i  Jamshedj i  Modi, "Paegambar Jarthostnarp 

Citromarp Tevm:marp Hathmarp Dekha<;ieli Laka<;II," In Zarthostl 
Dharma Sarpbandhl Bhii:;aiJo ane Vaejo 2, J N Petit Parsi
Orphanage Press, Murpbai, 1 905 , pp 257-265 , demonstrates the 
difficulty that interpreters faced to explain the presence of this 

rod in Zarathustra's hand. 

48 Olcott, Henry Steel, Theosophy, Religion, and Occult Science, 
G Redway, London, 1 885 ,  p 345 . 

49 Jackson, Abraham Valentine Williams, Persia Past and Present. 
Macmillan, New York, 1 906, p 368 .  This picture was first observed 
by Edward Browne see his A Year Among the Persians. Adam 
and Charles Black, London, 1 893 , p 374.  

50 An excellent history and catalogue of Parsi portraiture has been 
published by Dhun Suresh Cordo, Priya Maholay, et al, Portrait 
of a Community: An Exhibition of Paintings & Photographs 
of the Parsees . Chemould Publications, Bombay, 2002 . See 
also Op Cit. , Pheroza Godrej and Firoza Punthakey Mistree, A 
Zoroastrian Tapestry, 62 1 -659 .  

5 1  Pinney, Christopher, 'Photos of the Gods ': The Printed Image and 
Political Struggle in Colonial India, Reaktion Books, London, 

2004, pp 47-5 8 .  

5 2  Morgan, David, The Sacred Gaze: Religious Visual Culture in Themy 
and Practice, University of Califomia Press, Berkeley, 2005, p 48. 
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53 About Pithawala, see Partha Mitter, A rt and Nationalism 
in Colonial India, 1850-1 922, Cambridge University Press, 
Cambridge, 1 994, pp 83-85 . Pithawala's son, Sorabj i  Manchershaw 
Pithawala, was an accomplished portraitist in his own right, 
and apparently also made portraits of Zarathushtra. See Homi 
J Rogers . "Prophetic Paintings : Manchershaw Pithawalla and 
His Son Sohrab 's Portraits of Zarathushtra Adorn Many Fire
Temples", Parsiana 1 8/4 , November 1 995 ,  24-27,  though the 
attribution of the head-and-shoulders portrait of Zarathushtra to 
Sohrab is apparently incorrect. 

54 Karkaria, D E, Pak Khordeh Avesta (Citro Sathe), Maf.lek Printing 
Press, Murp.baT, 1 9 1 6, see figure 26 .  My thanks to Dr. Yuhan 
Vevaina for allowing me to photograph this valuable book. 

5 5  Bilimoria, N F, "The Picture of  the Lord Zarathustra."  American 
Theosophist 1 5 , 1 9 1 4, pp 744-5 . See also Op Cit. , Stausberg, 
Die Religion Zarathustras I, p 6 1 ,  who cites Bilimoria's Gujarati 
autobiography, entitled Ek Amulya Zindagino aheval, Gujarat 
Standard Press, Surat, 1 923 . 

56  On early Bombay studio photography, see Partha Mitter, e t  a!, 
The Artful Pose: Early Studio Photography in Mumbai, 1 855-
1 940. Mapin Publishing Pvt Ltd, Ahmedabad, 20 1 0 . On the 
history of Indian photography and Hindu visual practice, see 
Christopher Pinney. Camera Indica: The Social Life of Indian 
Photography, University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1 998 .  

57  Op. Cit. , In particular, see Michael Stausberg, "Uber 
re l ig ionsgeschicht l iche Entwicklungen zarathustr i s cher 
Ikonographien," In particular, the so-called "Dresden" image 
enjoys a particular vogue with the Parsi community, 

5 8  On the impact of Amar Chitra Katha, see Karline McLain. 
India 's Immortal Comic Books:  Gods, Kings, and Other Heroes, 
Indiana University Press, Bloomington, IN, 2009 . 

59  "Si Zoroastre reparoissoit sur la terre, se reconnoitroit-il aux 
portraits que l ' on a faits de lui?" Abrahame Hyacinthe Anquetil 
du Perron, Zend-Avesta, Ouvrage de Zoroastre 1:2, N M Tilliard, 
Paris ,  1 77 1 ,  p 5 .  

60 Op. Cit. , Morgan, David, p 52 .  
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